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Cloud’s transforming attributes

Strengthening strategies for hybrid cloud

Cloud has become a fundamental enabler of banking

Recognizing the cost and flexibility advantages of cloud, banks have been early adopters.

innovation. Six transforming cloud attributes – cost

Cloud’s ability to bypass the binding limitations of legacy systems has motivated banks to

flexibility, scalability, market adaptability, masked

embrace cloud in their front, middle and back offices. However, despite successfully

complexity, contextual variability and ecosystem

implementing cloud to improve specific functions and processes, most banks report an

connectivity – not only underpin efficiency

unwillingness to embrace cloud holistically. To gain all of the economic, strategic and

improvement, they support a substantially broad

financial benefits cloud affords, cloud’s footprint needs to extend further. Developing clear,

range of business transformation and associated

robust, efficient and practical strategies and governance for hybrid cloud solutions is

revenue growth.

therefore essential.
In a recent IBM Institute for Business Value survey, banks report a clear intention to maintain
many workloads on dedicated, on-premise servers. Why? Bankers cite a lack of relevant
in-house cloud skill sets, regulatory challenges and security concerns among their top
reasons. With this enduring environment of on-premise and cloud solutions, development of
robust strategies and effective governance is critical to profitably manage banking’s hybrid
cloud solutions.
This executive report explores the specific intentions, opportunities and concerns of banking
leaders around the world regarding hybrid cloud adoption. It identifies alternative scenarios
and provides a practical set of recommendations to accelerate and strengthen bank
strategies for hybrid cloud.
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50 percent of banking
executives say they believe
hybrid cloud can lower their
cost of IT ownership

Cloud technologies have become virtually ubiquitous. Since the IBM Institute for Business
Value launched its seminal study, “The Power of Cloud,” in 2012, adoption of cloud has
become mainstream.1 In 2012, 58 percent of banks said they were planning, testing, or
adopting cloud. Today, 83 percent of banks say cloud initiatives are already part of a
coordinated program or a fully integrated strategic transformation.
Across all industries, banking is the most aggressive and largest adopter of cloud, accounting

47 percent of banking
executives say they believe
hybrid cloud can improve
operating margin

for as much as 16 percent of total global cloud expenditures. By 2019, banking’s spending on
cloud is expected to approach USD $100 billion, with cloud-enabled workloads of top-tier
banks expected to double annually.2
Bankers recognize that a public cloud yields benefits, such as supporting deeper customer
relationships and strengthening ecosystem collaboration. But many are wary of loss of

47 percent of banking
executives say they believe
hybrid cloud can accelerate
innovation

control or possible security and compliance challenges. While a private cloud can address
these challenges, it has constraints of its own, obstructing attempts at innovation and
teamwork behind impermeable firewalls.
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Hybrid cloud provides a tailored solution. In a hybrid approach, an on-premise cloud can be
optimized for operational availability and stability, while an off-premise cloud can be leveraged
for the speed and agility essential to enriching customer engagement.
Combining the advantages of both public and private clouds, while mitigating their limitations,
leading banks are already pursing hybrid solutions.3 Bankers report that hybrid cloud

Figure 1
Benefits of hybrid cloud, as reported by global banking executives

How will hybrid cloud adoption support the growth of
respondent’s organization?
Lower total cost of ownership

adoption lowers their total cost of technology ownership, improves operational efficiency,
promotes innovation, aids development of new business models and supports more fulfilling

50%
Enhance operational efficiencies

customer engagement (see Figure 1).

47%
Facilitate innovation

Hybrid cloud comprises two or more private, community or public clouds that, while
remaining unique, work together. In doing so, hybrid cloud incorporates the benefits of

47%
Meet customer expectations more readily

multiple deployment models while mitigating associated risks.

39%
Create new business models
39%
Source: IBM Institute for Business Value Global Cloud Survey, 2016
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Dissecting the benefits of hybrid cloud
Figure 2
Cloud business enablers

To power banking transformation, hybrid cloud engages six powerful business enablers: cost
flexibility, business scalability, market adaptability, masked complexity, contextual variability
and ecosystem connectivity (see Figure 2).
Cost flexibility. Hybrid cloud helps banks manage costs with greater flexibility by facilitating
a switch from fixed to variable expenses. This shift allows banks to focus on funding business
initiatives rather than tying up investment in under-utilized capital equipment. For example,
a large European bank aimed to transform digitally to serve its customers better, while
keeping its costs low. Recognizing the power of hybrid cloud, the bank developed and
deployed a hybrid cloud solution and plans to move its entire mid-range environment to

Cost flexibility
Business scalability
Market adaptability
Masked complexity
Contextual variability
Ecosystem connectivity
Source: IBM Institute for Business Value analysis

cloud, anticipating savings of up to 40 percent on costs.4
Business scalability. While reducing the need to fund in-house infrastructure, hybrid cloud
adoption supports immediate, unlimited scalability in business functions as well. A leading
North American bank was looking to scale up its operations every quarter to serve its
customers satisfactorily in peak hours. The bank deployed hybrid cloud solutions that
enabled it to extend its on-premise infrastructure to a secure cloud during peak workloads,
enhancing customer service at reduced costs and higher security.5
Market adaptability. As the pace of change in banking continues to accelerate, hybrid clouds
support market agility, making it cheaper and easier to experiment with new competitive
tactics, while recovering more quickly from suboptimal approaches. A leading Australasian
bank, identifying customer experience as a priority focus area, deployed a hybrid cloud
solution to reduce time to market and delivered an enhanced mobile experience to its
customers in only 12 weeks.6
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Masked complexity. At a time when customers increasingly demand more compelling,
user-friendly experiences, hybrid cloud enables the disguising of ever-greater complexity
behind natural, uncomplicated interactions. Privately held start-up nViso, based in Lausanne,
Switzerland, has developed software that provides emotion-measurement technology.
Intending to empower financial advisors with client insight, nViso developed a hybrid cloudbased solution that analyzes facial expressions. nViso’s solution helps investors and their
financial advisors understand what motivates them financially so that they can make better
investing decisions. The cloud-based resource – which took less than eight weeks to develop
– can be instantly accessed by clients, regardless of location or time zone.7
Contextual variability. Hybrid clouds support individualized experiences based on mobility
and user-driven context. For example, a multinational banking and financial services business
in Europe adopted hybrid cloud to build a mobile app that enables customers to experience
multiple services on a unified platform – while also enabling them to make payments through
their bank accounts.8
Ecosystem connectivity. Finally, adoption of hybrid cloud encourages ecosystem
collaboration, enabling wide-ranging communication and coordination with distributors,
suppliers, agents, partners, financial advisors, customers and other stakeholders. Banco
Santander, one of the largest banks globally, has actively developed a growing fintech
ecosystem through its venture capital fund, InnoVentures. In addition to investing in cloudrelated startups such as PayKey, Kabbage and Tradeshift, Banco Santander offers access to
its own global hybrid cloud infrastructure to its ecosystem.9
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Hurdling the perceived hazards of hybrid cloud
adoption
Figure 3
Assignment of workloads, 2014-2018

2 years ago

Today

Despite the significant benefits of hybrid clouds, many banking executives appear hesitant to
transfer additional business functions offsite. When asked to consider the four years spanning

2 years
from now

19%

19%

19%

30%

31%

30%

2014 to 2018, banks say they expect less than a one-percent shift in workloads currently
assigned to public clouds, private clouds and on-premise servers (see Figure 3).
Banking executives report five major hurdles to hybrid cloud adoption (see Figure 4).
Figure 4
Perceived barriers to hybrid cloud adoption, as reported by banking executives
49%

Lack of appropriate in-house skill set
Third-partyhosted cloud
51%

50%

51%

Self-hosted
private cloud

Too many compliance and regulatory concerns

46%
37%

Interoperability among different IT systems and applications

On-premise
dedicated servers
Lack of trust between business units and IT

33%

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value Global Cloud Survey, 2016
Misalignment of strategic objectives
Source: IBM Institute for Business Value Global Cloud Survey, 2016

31%
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Banks in our survey that outperformed their peers in both revenue growth and operating
efficiency are significantly more likely to embrace adoption of hybrid cloud. Our survey found
that outperforming banks are 88 percent more likely to include hybrid cloud adoption as part
of their overall business strategies and 34 percent more likely to deploy cloud to increase
operating margins (see Figure 5).
Figure 5
Outperforming banks embrace hybrid cloud
Outperforming banks have adopted hybrid cloud
as a part of their overall strategy

%
88
more

60%

Outperformers

32%

Underperformers

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value Global Cloud Survey, 2016

Outperforming banks employ hybrid cloud to
reduce operational costs

%
34
more

87%

Outperformers

65%

Underperformers
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Reducing infrastructure costs
A large Australasian bank implemented a hybrid cloud environment to standardize and
simplify its IT organization, resulting in significant cost savings within the first four years.10
Developing software more efficiently
Danske Bank, located primarily in the Nordics, uses hybrid cloud to provide a smooth
end-to-end software development environment, driving efficiencies in software creation,
maturation tracking, testing, failure detection and production deployment.11
Building an ecosystem to enhance service and expand market reach
To differentiate its brand, India’s Yes Bank implemented a hybrid cloud solution to create its
own vibrant business-to-consumer ecosystem, while motivating and driving its own secure
digital transformation.12
Expediting product development
To gain a competitive edge by quickly responding to customer needs, a large North American
bank deployed hybrid cloud to accelerate time-to-market for new banking products
and services.13
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Where to from here?
Hybrid cloud is driving value creation for banks worldwide. Combining the security of private
cloud with the agility of public cloud, hybrid cloud offers tailored solutions that can drive
operational efficiency, revenue growth, innovation and ecosystem collaboration (see Figure 6).
Figure 6
Hybrid cloud can lead to better outcomes

Private cloud
and IT
Fully customizable
Robust management
Secure by design

Dynamic Hybrid
Lower total cost of ownership
Enhance operational efficiency
Facilitate innovation
Meet customer expectations
more readily
Create new business models

Best of both worlds. Better outcomes.
Source: IBM Institute for Business Value analysis

Public cloud
Low entry cost
Pay-per-use
Highly elastic
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To advance their hybrid cloud programs, banks can pursue three immediate steps.

1

Orchestrate accountability for cloud objectives, plans and implementation across your
line-of-business and IT. To accelerate business transformation, a senior line-of-business

executive can act as cloud champion accountable for identifying strategic initiatives that can
benefit from hybrid cloud implementation. Banks can also establish a cloud steering committee,
staffed with IT and line-of-business executives, to evaluate and prioritize hybrid cloud
opportunities and monitor progress. Third, banks can undertake an analysis of cloud-enablers,
given their competitive contexts, to envision innovative hybrid cloud opportunities that deliver
against business goals for operations, profitable growth and new products and services.

2

Define the business proposition for hybrid cloud across your institution, ecosystem and
value chain. As part of your hybrid cloud “opportunity identification” process, build a

business case for each of the cloud opportunities you identify. Analyze the anticipated
benefits of each proposal, as well as the risks associated with not acting fast enough,
including the likelihood of being eclipsed by faster-moving competitors. Pay particular
attention to how hybrid cloud can be used in concert with other technologies, such as mobile,
blockchain, the Internet of Things (IoT) and cognitive computing, to invent radically new
solutions that drive efficiencies, while creating deeply compelling, state-of-the-art customer
experiences. Finally, weigh prospective hybrid cloud initiatives not only inside your bank, but
also in terms of their significance in advancing digital reinvention across your ecosystem and
value chain.
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3

Partner to assemble the capabilities needed to aggressively advance your cloud
agenda. Use hybrid cloud to extend your organizational boundaries to include your

Figure 7
Steps to successful hybrid cloud adoption

business ecosystem, recruiting skill sets that redress any strategic weaknesses, and avail
your bank of new competencies that would otherwise be unavailable operating alone. Last,
build a robust-but-flexible operational hybrid cloud roadmap that migrates workloads in tune
with your strategic goals (see Figure 7).

Phase 4

Engage in business ecosystem
to achieve benefits

Phase 3

Address challenges in
adopting cloud

Phase 2

Identify IT and business
operations for cloud migration

Phase 1

Buy in or partner to
assemble cloud skills
Source: IBM Institute for Business Value analysis
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Key questions
• How would you articulate your bank’s cloud strategy?
• To what extent is your bank leveraging the six hybrid cloud business enablers?
• What new benefits can your bank attain by more thoroughly embracing hybrid cloud?
• What additional skills are required to accelerate your bank’s hybrid cloud adoption and how
can they be obtained through deeper ecosystem engagement?
• What are the logical steps to start accelerating your hybrid cloud adoption today?
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How we conducted our research
The IBM Institute for Business Value in collaboration with the Economist Intelligence Unit
surveyed 1,000 leaders from 18 industries and more than 15 countries in mid-2016.
Respondents were asked a series of detailed questions around their utilization and business
outcomes associated with cloud technologies.
Six major C-suite roles were surveyed against including CEO, COO, CFO, CMO, CHRO and CIO.
Sixty-one percent of respondents held the title of CIO, CTO or Head of IT.
To analyze differences among organizations, each respondent did a self-assessment based on
organizational performance. A “high-performing organization” is one that rated itself as “5” on a
scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high) in both revenue/effectiveness and profit/efficiency performance.
Seventy respondents were leaders from the banking sector representing Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Middle East, Singapore, Spain,
the United Kingdom and the United States.
%
6% 3

9%

6%

10%
12%

Executive role
distribution

17%

69%

CIO/CTO or head of IT
6%
CEO or head of operations
6%
VP or head of innovation
CFO or head of finance
%

10%

Geographic
distribution

6

9%
6%
6%

7%

7%

Japan
USA
Austrailia
China
France
Germany
Brazil
Canada
Mexico
Middle East
Singapore
Spain
UK
India
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